The control of social attention during early infancy was investigated in two studies. In both studies, an adult turned towards one of two targets within the infant'simmediate visual field. We tested: (a) whether infants were able to follow the direction of the adult'sh ead turn; and (b) whether following ah ead turn was accompanied by further gaze shifts between experimenter and target. In the first study,1 -month-olds did not demonstrate attention following at the group level. In addition, those infants who turned towards the same target remained fixed on it and did not shift attention again. In Study 2, we tested infants longitudinally at 2-4 months. At the group level, infants followed the adult'shead turn at 3and 4months but not at 2months. Those infants who turned towards the same target at 3a nd 4m onths also shifted gaze back and forth between experimenter and target. By 3months, infants seem able to capitalize on the social environment to disengage and distribute attention more flexibly.T he results supportt he claim that the control of social attention begins in early infancy,a nd are consistent with the hypothesis that following the attention of other people is dependent on the development of disengagement skills.
The control of social attention develops dramaticallyd uring the first year of life. For example, infants preferentiallya ttend to face-like stimuli and discriminate direct from avertedg aze shortly after birth (Farroni,C sibra, Simion, &J ohnson, 2002; Johnson, Dziurawiec,Bartrip, &Morton, 1992; Johnson, Dziurawiec, Ellis, &Morton, 1991) ,but theya re not able to use gaze direction to follow and monitor the attention of another person until the latter parto ft he first year (Carpenter,N agell, &T omasello, 1998; Corkum &Moore, 1998) . At around 6months of age, infants are able to shift their gaze in the same direction as an adult, but fixate the first target encountered during turning, even when the adult is actually looking at at arget further away on the sames ide (Butterworth &Jarrett, 1991) . Gaze following and other joint attention abilities continue to develop over the following 6months, and at around 12 months of ageinfants follow gaze pastaninitial distracter and locate the correct target amongsttwo candidate targets on the same side of the body (Butterworth &J arrett, 1991; Carpenter,N agell, & Tomasello, 1998; Corkum &Moore, 1998; Morrissette, Ricard,&Gouin Dé carie, 1995) . The developmental steps connecting new-bornabilities with mature gaze following and other joint attention abilities remain, however,l ittle understood.
D 'Entremont, Hains, and Muir (1997) proposed two reasons why young infants might fail standard gaze following measures.First, theyproposed that limitations of the effectivevisual fieldinyoung infants might lead to an underestimationofgaze following. To account fort his possibility,t heyd eveloped as ocial attention paradigm that accommodated infants' limited visual abilities. The experimenter held two targets, one near each shoulder and thus well within an infants' visual field (158 from the focus of attention). Second,D 'Entremont and colleaguesp roposed that limitations in the performance of young infants on gaze following measures might be due to the interruption of the infant-adult interaction,c aused by the adult experimenter turning away from the infant. To accommodate this possibility,i nD 'Entremont's paradigm the experimenter spoke throughout the procedure, bothw hen looking at the infant and when turning to look at atarget, rather than turning silently. With these two important modifications,D'Entremont and colleagues observed that 3-, 5-, and 6-month-olds were able to follow an adult'shead turnt owards an object within the infant'sv isual field.
In the two studies reported here, we used the paradigm developed by D 'Entremont et al. (1997) to investigate when social attention control emergesa nd whether young infants are responding reflexively( fori nstance, simply following motion or other perceptual cues), or whether performance on this task reflectsamore sophisticated form of the control of social attention. We established two behavioural criteria fort he control of social attention in early infancy. Proximal attentionfollowing was defined as following an adult experimenter'sh ead turnt oatarget within the infant'sv isual field, about15 8 from the midline.D 'Entremont et al. (1997) referred to this behaviour as gaze following although the experimenter moves bothhead and eyes towards the target, and the visual fieldacross which the infant is capable of following movements is small. For these reasons,w ec all it proximal attention following. Checking back,o ur second criterion fort he control of social attention, was defined as shifting attention between target and experimenter after proximalattention following.
In principle, one component of the control of social attention is the ability to disengage attention in order to shift processing to another stimulus. Although infants are capable of orienting to certain kinds of auditorya nd visual stimuli from birth, orientation and othera ttention-shiftinga bilities are limited by observedf ailures to disengage from an already attendeds timulus. From their third month, infants become increasingly able to disengage from ac entral stimulus and redirect attention to peripheralobjects, thusincreasing their effective visual field (Atkinson, Hood, WattamBell, &B raddick, 1992; Hood &A tkinson, 1993) .
Although disengagement is difficultt oo bserve directly,s ome researchersh ave investigated the role of disengagement in attention following by comparing infant looking behaviour in conditions that do and do not facilitate disengagement from a central stimulus. Hood, Willen, and Driver (1998) created ac omputerized scenario in which ad igitized photograph of af ace first looked directly at the infant, and then appeared to move her pupils to one side of the screen. After this gaze cue, at arget appeared either on the same side of the screen(congruent with the gaze cue), or on the opposite side of the screen (incongruentwith the gaze cue). In their first study,the face disappeared from the screen whent he peripheral target appeared.T his manipulation was intended to eliminate infants' need to disengage from the central stimulus. Under these face-offconditions, Hoodand colleagues reportedthat 10-to 28-week-old infants orientedm oreq uicklyt ot he target on congruent than incongruent trials. In as econd experiment with 8-to 15-week-olds, the same paradigm wasu sed but in half of the trials the face remained on the screen during the presentation of the peripheraltarget. In face-on trials, facilitation from congruent cues was not observed, suggesting that infants had difficulty disengaging from the central stimulus when it overlapped temporally with the peripheraltarget. Theseresults,replicated by Farroni, Massaccesi, Pividori,and Johnson (2004) with neonates, suggest that problems in disengagement are likely to play an important role in the control of social attention.
If disengagement does indeedp lay an important role in social attention, infants should have difficulty succeeding on the D'Entremont task whentheyare younger than 3m onths because of known limitations in disengagementi nt he first 2m onths (Atkinson et al.,1 992; Hood&Atkinson, 1993) .F urthermore, if disengagement is ac ritical threshold fort he control of social attention, once infants demonstrate the ability to follow the attentiono fa nother person, theym ay also demonstrate checking back. Checking back is important to social attention because it helps to establish the shared focus of attention, and therefore plays ap ivotal role in the coordination of information regarding self, others,a nd objects ( Tomasello, 1995) . In one of the first studies of social attention, Scaife and Bruner (1975) reported that checking back was evidentby12months. Carpenter et al. (1998) also observed checking backaround the first year in as tandard gaze following paradigm, but it wasr are: only 3i nfants out of 24 met their criteria forc hecking back.
In as tandardg azef ollowing paradigm,c hecking back ofteni nvolves large head movements to coordinate looks between as ocial partner and ad istant target. We wanted to examine checking back in averydifferentcontextwhere the social partner and target are more proximal. We reasoned that if checking back requires disengagement skills,v eryy oung infants might have difficulty in disengaging from ap eripheralt arget once theyf ollow the adult'sattention to the proximal target and in general theymight show morep roblems in shifting attention flexibly between the otherp erson and the target. However,when disengagement skills improve, infants might be increasingly able to shift attention back and forthbetweenstimuli, resulting in increased checking back after 2months,aslong as the experimenter and target are within the infant'svisual field.
We conducted two studies to investigate the development of social attention control between 1a nd 4m onths.I nt he first study,w et ested 34 one-month-olds using the D 'Entremont, Hains, and Muir (1997) task. In the second study,w et ested 29 infants longitudinally at 2-4 months,using the same procedure. Our first goal was to investigate at what ageinfants begin to display proximal attentionfollowing. We hypothesized that if disengagement skills play an important role in the development of social control: (a) 1-month-olds in Study 1w ould not display the abilityt of ollow attention reliably and (b) there would be major changes in the ability to follow attention across 2a nd 3m onths in the longitudinal sample of Study 2b ecause disengagement skills develop greatlya fter the second month. Our second goal was to investigate young infants' abilitiestocheck back. For this purpose, in bothstudies we also considered infants' gaze movements that took place after proximala ttentionf ollowing, to test whether infants shifted attention back and forthb etween the experimentera nd the target. Most social attention studies have usually only considered infants' first gaze movement during tasks: by considering furtherg aze movements we wanted to test changes in the control and flexibility of social attention control. We expected 1-month-olds in Study 1t os how limited proximala ttention following and checking back, whereas we expected to find some significant differences across agei nt he longitudinal sample of Study 2.
STUDY1
In this study,w et ested 34 infants aged 1m onth using an established procedure for measuring infant following of adult attention (D'Entremont, Hains, &Muir,1997) . In this procedure, an experimenter turnedt owards ap uppet on either side while talking in infant-directed speech, held this posture fora tl east 10 s, and thent urnedb ackt ot he infant. We tested if 1-month-olds were able to reliably follow attention to the proximal target, both at the group and individual level. At group level, we compared the number of trials where an infant'sfi rstt urnw as towards the same target as the experimenter, pitched against the trials where the infant did not turnatall, trials where the infant'sfirst turnwas towardsthe opposite target, and trials where the first turnwas away from both targets and experimenter.A ta ni ndividual level of analysis, we considered how many infants passed proximalattention following. Infants weregranted with passingproximal attention following if theyt urned towardst he samet arget as the experimenter fora t least one trial on each side. This criterionw as similar to criteria used in other social attention studies (e.g., Corkum &M oore, 1998) but was also stricter because we required turnstowards the same target as the experimenter on bothsides of space: this was motivated by the need to takeinto account young infants' preference fororienting to one side over the other (Hopkins et al., 1 990) .
Secondly,wetested whether infants who followed attention were also able to shift gaze once again, and in which direction theydid so. In order to include similar number of gaze shifts across infants and sessions at each ageofStudies 1and 2, we limited our analyses to the first threeg aze shifts displayed by each infant after proximal attention following.
Method
Participants At otal of 34 infants (15 females) were recruited through announcements to parentsto-be in antenatal classes. Parents were compensated forp articipation with ac opyo f all the videotaped sessions. Criteria fori nclusion were: (a) infants with birth not earlier than 4weeks before term; (b) absence of known visual or motor abnormalities. Infants came from families from av ariety of social-economical backgrounds living around am edium-sized city in the UK.T he majority of infants (30) had both parents White Caucasians. Average birthd ate was 0.20 weeks before the due date (range: 3w eeks in advance -2 .4 weeks after term).T he mean weight at birth was 3,679 g (range: 2,268-5,783).
Nineteen additional infants didn ot completet he task because of drowsiness or crying and were not included in the study.F urthermore, four infants that took part did not complete the minimum number of trials required forinclusion in data analyses (see Dataanalyses -firstg aze turns).
Procedure
Participants were tested within approximately 1w eeko ft heir first monthly birthday (averagea ge 31.65 days, range2 7-41d ays of age). Testingt ookp lace in aq uiet laboratory with plain walls to minimize distractions. Twoexperimenters(one male and one female) conducted the sessions. Initially,parentswere asked to play freely with their infant to allow infants to becomeaccustomed to the laboratoryenvironment. After this initial play period, infants were placed in an infant chair in front of aplain bluepuppet theatre and the testing procedure began. The male experimenter knelt behind the puppett heatre facing the infant at ad istance of approximately 30 cm. One camera above the experimenter'shead captured afrontal view of infants' face,while asecond camera recorded the experimenter.B oth camera views fedi nto aq uad unit to allow synchronous recording of both the experimenter'sa nd the infant'sb ehaviour. The experimenter held two identical puppets at shoulder height, 158 from the midlineofthe infant'sh ead. The experimenter attracted the infant'sa ttention and talked in infantdirected speech, then turned his head nearly 908 towardso ne of the puppets and maintained this posture for10s:during this periodthe experimenter continuedtalking in aq uiet, soothing voice, consistent with the initial periodi nt erms of loudness, intonation, and vocabulary. The experimenter commented on some features of the puppetb ut refrained from using words like 'look' or 'watch'. After at least 10 s, the experimenter oriented again towards the infant and engaged him or her.Four trials were administered in the order left-right-right-left or right-left-left-right, with these two counterbalanced between participants.A fter the first four trials,t he experimenter continued administering the procedure foramaximum of eighttrials or until the infant became unsettled or distracted. Three pairs of puppets werea lternated between participants.Each pairdiffered in colour but theyall had similar face-like features. In the originalstudy by D' Entremont et al. (1997) , the puppets were swung during the task: in our study,t he puppets remained still because as ubsequent study demonstrated that swinging movements increased the chances of infants looking away from the setting (D'Entremont, 2000).
Data analyses Proximal attention following
We investigated infants' abilityt oo rient towardst he same puppet as the adult. An independent, blind rater scored the trials from video, first turning the sound offa nd coveringt he half of the screen where the experimenter appeared. The rater was informed of the time of beginningofeach trial and scored the first infant'sgaze turnthat occurred within 10 sf rom this time. Infant'sg aze turns in the horizontal plane were scoredaccording to their direction(left or right). A'no turn' code indicated that infants did not shift gaze within the 10-s trial. If the first infant'sg aze shift was not in the horizontal plane,the trial was scored as 'look away'.
To rule out that the experimenter turned his head after infants' spontaneous gaze movements, the blind rater was instructedt oe xclude from analyses all trials where infants' gaze movements preceded the onsetofthe experimenter's turn, so that avalid trial was defined as atrial in which the infant lookeddirectly at the experimenter'sface until at least the initiation of the experimenter'st urn. In ordert ot est infants on a comparable number of trials, the first two valid trials on each side displayed by each infant were considered in data analysis, foratotal of four trials per infant. We also excluded from analyses those infants who did not complete at least one trial on each side.
After the data were coded, the directiono fi nfants' first gaze turni ne ach trial was compared to the direction of the experimenter'shead turn: same targetresponses were those whereinfants turned towards the same target as the experimenter,that is, infants demonstratedp roximal attention following. The first author scored all the trials of nine participants (about 25% of the sample) forassessing reliability.Averagepercentage of overall agreements across categories was 80% and Cohen's k was0 .81.
Checkingb ack
Asecond rater wasinstructed to score the next three gaze shifts after proximalattention following. The rater turnedd own the volume while coding but could see both the experimenter and the infant'sb ehaviour.I nfant'sg aze shifts werec oded into mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories: (a)look at experimenter;(b) look at samepuppet; (c) look at other puppet; (d) look away; (e) no further turn; (f) eyes closed. No further turnwas aterminal code and could therefore be used only once. The first author scored the sessions of nine participants (about 25% of the total sample) to checkfor inter-rater reliability: percentageo foverall agreements was7 6%, with Cohen's k equalto0 .88.
Results

Proximal attention following
On averagei nfants completed 3.41 trials ( SD ¼ 0 : 74).B ecausei nfants contributed slightly differentnumber of trials, we compared the proportional frequency of the four types of possible responses: sametarget turns, opposite target turns, turns away,and no turns. Because of asymmetric distributions,w eused non-parametrictests.
We initially tested fors ignificant differences across the four types of responses. We ran aF riedman test that tests differences in the responses of threeo rm ore paired groups. The test providesarank foreach categoryofresponsewithin each participant. That is, foreach respondentthe proportional frequencies of the categories considered were ranked from the least frequent to the most frequent.The null hypothesis is that the responsecategories do notdiffer systematically in their ranks (i.e., each categoryhas a similar probability of being ranked 1-4, which would result in the categoriesh aving similar sums and means of their ranks).Ifthe test was significant, indicating significant differences in the patternofresponse, we successivelyran planned comparisons using another non-parametrict est, the sign test. This test was chosenb ecause it provides more conservative results, as it does not take into account the differences in ranks of the paired samples,but just the signs of the difference. Because we wanted to test whether infants were able to followa ttention, in the pairwise comparisons we tested the proportional frequencyofsametarget turns against the frequency of each type of error (opposite target turns, no turns,t urns away).
Proportional frequencies of trials in each of these categories are reported in Figure 1f or Studies 1a nd 2. The Friedman test revealed differences in the patterns of response, x 2 ð 3 Þ¼34: 92, p , : 001. The planned sign tests revealed that same target responses were displayed significantly more often than turns away and no turns, Z ¼ 3 : 95, p , : 001 and Z ¼ 3 : 71, p , : 001, respectively, but same target responses were not more frequent than opposite side responses, Z ¼ 1 : 93, p ¼ : 054.
We also carried out analyses wherew ec ompared the proportiono fs ame target responses against the proportion expected by chance alone.I no rder to provide a stricter test of our hypothesis, we considered that same target responses were just one of two types of possible outcomes( same target vs. all other types of responses), andt herefore sett he chance levela t5 0%.T he proportiono fs amet arget responses (47%) was not differentf rom the proportion expectedb yc hance alone, t ð 33Þ¼2 0 : 57, p ¼ : 57.
At an individual level of analysis, we consideredi nfants to have demonstrated proximala ttention following whent heyt urned towardst he samet arget as the experimenter at least once on each side. Thirteeni nfants demonstratedt his ability (38%), which was not significantly differentf rom the proportion of non-passers (binomial test, p ¼ : 23).
Checking back
For analysesofchecking back behaviour,weconsidered amaximumofthree gaze shifts after proximal attention following. We were particularly interested in whether infants looked backa nd forthb etween the experimenter and the target to which the experimenter was looking. We thus categorizedi nfants' three gaze shifts according to as et of dichotomies: the first gaze shift after proximal attention following was dichotomized as al ookb ack at the experimenter or any other type of response: the latter could include at urnt owards the other target, al ook away,n of urther turn, etc. The second gaze shift after proximal attentionfollowing was dichotomized according to whetherthis movement wasaturntothe target at which the experimenter was looking, or wasa ny other type of response( look at experimenter,l ook at the other target, no furtherturn, etc.).The third gaze shift was again categorized according to whether that was agaze shift back at the experimenter or was adifferent type of response (including look at the samet arget, opposite target, no furthert urns, etc.). In this way,e ach successful attention following trial was categorizedi no ne of eight 3-turn sequences, two 2-turns equences, or the single no further turnc ategorys pawned by the dichotomous coding of each shift: these categories are described in Table 1 . No further turn, being at erminal code was the only possible single-shift category. The sequence experimenter/same target/experimenter,referred as the checkingback sequence, was the categoryofm ain interest.
In data analysis, we compared the frequency of the categories described above. To allow fora symmetric distributions,w eu sed non-parametric tests. We firstly considered Friedman'stest formatched groups. All 11 categories wereenteredinto the Friedman'st est analyses and ranked from the least frequent to the most frequent for each respondent. Provided that we could reject the null hypothesis of no systematic differencesa crosst he 11 categories,w es uccessively ranp lanned pairwise comparisons using the sign test. To test whether infants displayed the checking back sequence more often,w ec ompared the frequency of this responsew ith each one of the other most frequent categories of response. Becausep articipants contributed different numberso ft rials, in the analyses we considered the proportion of each categoryont he total numbero ft rials. Means of frequencies of each responsecategoryare reported in Table 1 . No further turnwas the most commonresponse, accounting forabout 44% of the overall responses displayed by 1-month-olds. The Friedman test was significant, x 2 ð 10Þ¼67: 35, p , : 001. The sign test revealed that the checking back sequence was displayed significantly less often than no further turns, p , : 001: checking back in fact accounted only for 4.44% of all trials.I na ddition, no further turnw as displayed significantly more often compared to all the other categories (all p values , : 05).
Discussion
We tested whether 1-month-olds are able to utilizehead turns to follow social attention in an aturalistic, experimentalp aradigm. At the group level, 1-month-olds displayed same target turns more often than otherr esponses. However,s ame target responses were not significantly more frequentt hant urns towards theo pposite target. Furthermore, we tested the proportion of same target responses against the proportion expected by chance considering that samet arget responses wereo ne of two possible outcomes: the proportion of sametarget responses was not significantly differentfrom that expected by chance alone. Thus at the group level infants at this agedid not reliably follow another'sattention to proximaltargets.
At an individual level of analysis, 38% of the sample displayed some abilitytofollow attention to proximal targets. Although this was not as ignificant proportion, it is possible that individual differences are already present in this ability at this early age: these individual differences might be related to differences in disengagement abilities.
We also tested whether those infants who turnedi nt he samed irectiona st he experimenter made further gaze shifts consistent with checking back. Checking back analyses indicated that infants remained fixed on the peripheraltarget and did not shift attention further.I nt he Study 2, we will consider developmental changes using this paradigm between 2a nd 4months.
Ta Note.F or each trial, the infant'sr esponse was categorized in one of the following 11 categories according to the dichotomous coding of each of the threet urns (if present). The first three-turn sequence (experimenter-correct target-experimenter) was the checking back sequence.
STUDY2
In the seconds tudy,w et ested 29 infants longitudinally at 2-4 months.S ixteen of these had completed Study 1. We used the samep rocedure and data analyses as in Study 1and tested: (a) at what agedoinfants first display proximalattention following reliably at the group and the individual level; (b) if and at what agedoinfants displayed the ability to check back after proximal attention following.
Method
Participants Atotal of 29 infants (11 females)were recruited in the same way as Study 1and received the samecompensation. Infants werefrom families from avariety of social backgrounds residing in amedium-sized towninthe UK. Most of them (27) had bothparentsWhite Caucasians. Criteria forinclusion were birth on termand no knowndisabilities. Average weight at birth was 3,512g (range 2,495-4,593). Averageb irth date was0 .32 weeks before term( range 3weeks before -2 .43 weeks after term). Families of 11 additional infants withdrew from the study,while 31 additional infants did not complete some of the longitudinal sessions because of drowsiness or crying, non-attendance of scheduled sessions, or not contributing enoughvalid trials (according to the criterion of at least one trial on each side).A ll these participants were dropped from the analyses.
Design
Infants were tested at monthly intervals from 2to4months.Each session was scheduled within approximately aweek of the infant'smonthlybirthday.A verage ageatsession 2 was 61.1 days(range 54-70), averageage at session 3was 90.8 days (86-104), average agea ts ession 3was 121.1 days (116-131).
Procedure
The procedure describedi nS tudy 1w as repeated during each monthly assessment between 2and 4months. The experimenter administeredatleast four trials on each side everymonth. The initial side of turnwas alternated betweenparticipants and between sessions of the sameparticipant. The same threepairsofpuppets as Study 1were used: we alternated pairs between participants and between sessions of each participant.
Data analyses Proximal attention following
The measures considered and the coding procedure werethe same as in Study 1. As in Study 1, the rater,blind to the experimenter'sdirection of turn, excluded from analyses all trials where the infant turned in either direction before the experimenter'shead turn. The first author scored all the sessions of eight infants to test inter-rater agreement. Percentages of overall agreements were 80% at 2months, 88% at 3months, and 90% at 4months,with Cohen's k higher than 0.80 at each given age(0.90, 0.92,and 0.85 at 2, 3, and 4months, respectively). Amonthly session was considered valid as long as an infant completed at least one trial on each side. As in the previous study,w ec onsideredi n analyses the first two valid sessions on each side by each infant. Hence, at each given month, infants contributed between two and four trials.
Checkingb ack
In each monthly session, we also considered amaximum of threegaze shifts displayed by infants after proximal attention following. Infants' gaze shifts were classified in the categories describedi nS tudy 1( see Table 1 ). The samer ater as in Study 1s cored infants' gaze shifts. The first authors cored all the sessions of eight infants to test inter-rater agreement: the percentages of overall agreement between ratersw ere 76, 70, and 78% at each month, respectively, and Cohen's k were above0 .80 at each age.
Results
Proximal attention following
Infants completed on average3.45 trials at 2months ( SD ¼ 0 : 69), 3.48 trials at 3months ( SD ¼ 0 : 69) and 3.59 trials at 4months ( SD ¼ 0 : 63). The number of trials completed did not differsignificantly across age, F ð 1 ; 28Þ¼0 : 35, p ¼ : 56, partial h 2 ¼ : 02. In Figure 1 , we reportb ya ge the averagep roportional frequency of the trials on which infant responses werec ategorized as same target, opposite target, turna way,a nd no turn.
To test if infants were able to reliably turninthe samedirection as the experimenter, we used am ultinomial logit analysis which is an extension of log-linear analysis (LLA) (Tabachnick &F idell, 2007) .T his allows examination of main effects and interactions in categorical data. In this type of analysis, rather than rejecting an ull hypothesis, the aim is to retain the most parsimonious model that can explaint he observed distributiono ff requencies across nominalo ro rdinalc ategories. Thel ogit parameterization treats one variable as dependent whereas the other variables are treated as independent. The difference between aL LA and the logit analysis is that the joint distribution of the independent variables is reproduced in the model and therefore notanalysed.
At each ageand foreach subjectweconsidered the number of responses in the same target category, the number of responses in the opposite target categoryand the number of responses classed as no turns and turns away collapsed into one category( called other responses). Responset ype was considered the dependent variable with three exhaustive non-ordered levels (same target, opposite target, other). The classification of responses in these levels was repeated foreach subject and at each age, thus leading to a design with participants ð 29Þ £ age ð 3 Þ £ responset ype (3).
The usual procedure in LLA and multinomial logit analyses is to remove some effects to findamore parsimonious model whereby fewer effects can explainsatisfactorily the observed frequencies. Statistics such as the chi-square and the log-likelihood ratio ( L 2 ) are used to assess the goodness of fit of the model: these statistics assess the residual frequencies that are not accounted forb ye ffectsi nt he model. If the residual is high compared to the degrees of freedom in the model, the statistic will be significant, i.e., the model tested will not provide agoodfittothe observeddata. Asignificant statistic thus indicates that the model tested is not able to account forthe observeddistribution across categories. L 2 is asymptomatically distributed like the chisquare distribution. In order to compare different models, it is also common practice to consider information criteria such as the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and the Akaike information criterion (AIC).These takeinto account not only the goodness-of-fit of the models, but also their parsimony.Lower values of these statisticsindicate preferable models.
In our data, initial tests runu sing LEM 1.0 software (Vermunt, 1997) revealed that the model that retained the possible two-waye ffects (age £ responset ype; participants £ responset ype) displayed ag ood fit to the data, df ¼ 112, Table 2 , we reportthe parametersoft his model.
There wasasignificant effect of responset ypew hen controlling ford ifferences in ageand acrossparticipants (theWald tests are similar to F tests of effectsinANOVA ). It is possible to calculate the partial odds ratios of the threec ategories by calculating the antilog of the betap arametersr eported and compare these between categories of response. Theseshow that after controlling fordifferences across ageand participants, infants were almost twice as likely to display same target responsesthan opposite target responses (e 0 : 96 = e 0 : 34 ¼ 1 : 87). Thiseffect waseven stronger considering the difference between samet arget and otherr esponses: across the study and while controlling for individual differences infants were overall almost1 0t imes (e 0 : 96 = e 2 1 : 29 ¼ 9 : 52)m ore likely to display samet arget responses than the category' other'( no turns and turns away collapsed), while opposite target responseswere5.10 times more likely compared to other types of responses. The effect of ageb yt ype of response was also significant. By inspecting the parameterso ft he linear relationship between agea nd type of response it is clear that while the chances of displaying asametarget responseincrease with agethe chances of displaying the responses categorized collectivelya s' other' decrease, with opposite target responses not changingc onsistently across age. The parametersr egarding the linear relationship between ageand type of responseindicate that the chances of asame target responseincreases by afactor of 1.42 (1/e 2 0.35 )ateach agewhile other types of responses decreased by the same factor at each agea nd the probability of displaying opposite target responsesremained similar across age.
Sign-tests confirmedt hat at 2m onths the proportiono fs ame target responses was not significantly different from that of opposite target responses, p ¼ : 26, although same target responses were significantly more frequent compared to no turns and turns away (all p values , : 001). On the contrary, at 3m onths,s ame target responses were significantly more frequent compared to opposite target, turns away,a nd no turns (all p values , : 001). The samepatternofresults wasobservedat4months:sametarget responses were more frequent than opposite target responses ( p , : 01) and also more frequently than no turns and turns away (both p values , : 001).
We also compared the proportion of samet arget responses against the level expected by chance(set at 50%). At 2months,the proportion of sametarget responses (51%, SD ¼ 24) wasnot significantly different from chance level, t ð 28Þ¼0 : 20, p ¼ : 85. Instead, at 3m onths the averagep roportion of same target responses( 63%, SD ¼ 17) was significantly different from the proportion expected by chance, t ð 28Þ¼4 : 11, p , : 001. At 4m onths,t he proportion of samet arget responsesi ncreased further (68% of all valid trials SD ¼ 27), and this was once again different from what expected by chance, t ð 28Þ¼3 : 53, p , : 01.
Individual differences in proximal attention following
We also conducted individual analyses considering wheninfants passed the task forthe first time. Infants were creditedwith passinginthe first session where an infant turned to the samet arget as experimenter on at least one trial on each side. Figure 2s hows the cumulative percentageo fi nfants who passed proximala ttention following by age. The steepest increase in passing the task was between2and 3m onths:1 4( 48%) had passed the task by 2m onths, 10 infants (34%) passed it at 3m onths fort he first time. McNemar tests confirmed as ignificant increase between2and 3m onths ( p , : 01). Only 4i nfants passed the task at 4m onths fort he first time, and this was an onsignificant proportion.
Checking back
Infants' sequences of gaze shifts were categorized in the same 1-, 2-, or 3-movement sequences describedi nS tudy 1. We werep articularly interested in the sequence experimenter/samet arget/experimenter, which we labelledt he checking back sequence. In Table 3 , we report the averagep roportional frequencyo fe achc ategory calculated on the numbero fv alid trials.
At 2m onths,t he frequency of the threem ostf requent responsesw ere roughly similar: no further turnwas the most commonresponse(27%ofvalid trials), followed by the sequence experimenter/same target/other (25%o fv alid trials) and the checking back sequence (15% of valid trials). Although the Friedman test was significant, x 2 ð 10Þ¼41: 43, p , : 001, there wasn os ignificant differenceo nt he pairwise comparisons betweent he most frequent categories: sign tests revealed that there was no difference betweenn ofurther turns and checking back, p ¼ : 33,and there was no difference betweene xperimenter/same target/other and checking back, p ¼ : 42.
In contrast,a t3months the checking backs equencew as the most common response( 38%o fv alid trials). The sequences experimenter/same target/other and no furtherturns, which werethe most common responsesat2months, accounted forjust 15 and 13% of trials, respectively( see Table 3 ). The Friedman test revealed significant differences across categories, x 2 ð 10Þ¼57: 90, p , : 001, and sign tests revealed that checking backw as significantlym ore frequent compared to other types of responses, including the experimenter/same target/other sequence, and the no further movement response, both p values , : 05.
At 4m onths,c hecking back was once again the most common response( 45% of valid trials). No further turns accounted only for9 %o ft rials, while the sequence experimenter/same target/other and the sequence experimenter/otheraccounted both for1 0% of trials (see Table 3 p , : 001. Sign tests revealed that checking back was displayed significantly more often compared to any other type of response, including experimenter/same target/other,and the sequencee xperimenter/other, p values , : 001.
Individual differences in checking back
At an individual level of analysis, we considered differences in the relative frequency of the checking back sequence across the three monthly sessions. The Friedman test revealed significant differences across age, x 2 ð 2 Þ¼11: 83, p , : 01. Wilcoxont ests revealed asignificant increase in the frequency of the checking back sequence between 2and 3months: Z ð 26Þ¼2 : 61; p , : 01 (one tailed). The averageproportion of checking back and no further turns by agea re displayed in Figure 3 .
Discussion
The results revealed as ignificant increase in the control of social attention between 2a nd 3m onths,o bservedi nb oth proximala ttentionf ollowing and checking back behaviours. At 2m onths,s ame target responses were not significantly moref requent than opposite target responses. By comparison, at 3a nd 4m onths samet arget responses wered isplayed more often than each one of the other type of errorst aken singularly.F urthermore,w hile at 2m onths the proportion of samet arget responses was not significantly differentt han that expected by chance( considering this type of responsea so ne of two possible outcomes), at 3a nd 4m onths the proportion of same target responses was significantly higher than the proportion expected by chance. Overall, at the group level, infants did not demonstrate proximal attention following at 2m onths, but did so at 3a nd 4m onths.I ti si mportant to point out that the number of trials completed by infants did not changes ignificantlya cross age. Ac omparison with the first study revealed also that the averagen umber of trials completed at 2m onths was not significantly differentf rom that of trials completed by infants in the first study at 1m onth, t ð 28Þ¼0 : 30. The observedi ncrease in proximal attention following cannott herefore be accounted forb yd ifferences in the number of trials completed. At the individual level of analysis, the cumulative number of infants demonstrating proximala ttention following fort he first time increased significantly between 2a nd 3m onths:o ne-third of the sample passed the task fort he first time at 3m onths. The number of infants passingt he task fort he first time decreasedb etween 3a nd 4m onths as ac onsequenceo ft he fact that the majority of infants had already passed the task by 3months.
Checking backperformance confirmed the increase in social attention control after the second month: at 2m onths infants were most likely not to checkb acka fter proximalattention following, while at 3and 4months theywere most likely to shift gaze back and forthb etween experimenter and target. Individual analyses revealed a significant increase in the checking back sequence between 2and 3m onths.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Previous studies of social attention suggest ap aradox: although mature gaze-following does not emerge until late in the first year,s everal component abilities that appear similar to gaze-following have been observed much earlier.W einvestigated the control of social attention at the veryb eginning of life using an attention-following paradigm (D'Entremont, Hains, &Muir,1997).W ecombined this paradigm with newanalyses of checking back that allow stronger inferences about the control of social attention. We found that 1-and 2-month-olds did not reliably followa dult head turns. At 3a nd 4m onths,h owever,i nfants did so. The results of the two studiesc ombined suggest that the control of social attentionemergesbetween 2and 3months of age. To further investigate this ability,wealso examined infant gaze behaviour subsequent to proximal attention following. One-month-olds who successfully followed attention to the same side of space as the experimenter didn ot shift attention further,t hus failingt o demonstrate control of attention between target and social stimulus. The results of the seconds tudy suggest that checking back, like proximala ttention following, emerges between 2and 3months.From 3months onward,infants whodemonstrated proximal attention following also displayed as urprisingfl exibility in the control of social attention: 3-and 4-month-olds whos uccessfully followed attention also subsequently shifted gaze betweent he experimenter and target. To our knowledge,t his is the first study to consider both proximal attentionfollowing and checking back in young infants. These results contribute to the increasing evidence indicating that some formsofsocial attention control are present in early infancy.
Our results confirmand extend results from previous studies reporting some form of attention following when settings were devised to allow forinfants' limited processing and visual abilities (Farroni,Mansfield, Lai, &Johnson, 2003; Hood et al.,1998; Striano & Stahl, 2005) .Consistent with previous reports (D 'Entremont, 2000; D'Entremont et al., 1997) ,wef ound that infants followadult attentiontoproximaltargets from the ageof 3m onths. Importantly,w ea lso found that proximal attentionf ollowing is strongly related to checking back. Our results suggest that the emergence of proximal attention following is just one aspect of the control of social attentiond eveloping around 3months.Before 3months,when infants have not yetmasteredsocial attention control, theyd isplay significant limitations in their attention following skills. Although studies with new-borns have yieldede vidence fors ome attentionf ollowing abilities at birth, new-born attentionfollowing behavioursappear to be relativelyautomatic responses to environmentalstimuli, or in other words,exogenously controlled (Farroni et al.,2004) .
The attention following abilities observedat3months in Study 2, however,share many characteristics with endogenous attention control.
One objection that might be raised to our interpretation of the results is that what appearstobeproximal attention following might instead be evidence that infants turn towards asound source. Becausethe experimenter talked whilst turning to atarget, it is possible that infants turnedtowardsthe samelocation not because theywere looking in the same direction as the experimenter,but because theywere following the stream of speech. Importantly,h owever,i nfants after 3m onths didn ot simply look towards the target, or simplyb ack at the experimenter,b ut shifted attention between target and experimenter repeatedly.T hus,i nfants' attentional behaviourso bservedh ere seem to be morethan exogenously driven shifts of attention.
Another possible alternate explanation foro ur results is that in Study 2a ll infants were partofalongitudinaldesign and could therefore have learned proximalattention following through repeated exposure to the setting. Ac ross-sectionals ample of 4-month-olds might have helped to rule out the possibility that infants learnedabout the contingency between the experimenter's head turnand an interesting target on the side across the monthly observations.However,the results of our longitudinal study are quite consistent with previous studies using the samep aradigm in ac ross-sectionals ample, and furthermore, the infants in our longitudinal study also demonstrated checking back (D'Entremont, 2000; D'Entremont et al.,1 997).
Our results are particularly robustb ecause of carefulr estraints on the analyses. Whereas D'Entremont (2000) considered fora nalysis all the trials completed by a participant, in the two studies reported here, only the first two valid trials on each side were considered foranalysis. Thisguarded against shaping of responses that could take place during repeated trials. Furthermore,wecompared the relative frequencyofsame target trials against the frequency expected by chance using as trict criterion that considered samet arget responses as one of two possible outcomes.
Although the two studies presented hereare not adirect test of the hypothesis that disengagement plays ap ivotal role in the development of social attentionc ontrol,o ur results are consistent with that hypothesis. The increase in social attention control (both at the group and the individual level) took place in the samenarrow time window when,a ccording to the results of other studies,d isengagement skills improve significantly (Hood &A tkinson, 1993) .F utures tudies might investigate the possibility that young infants' limitations in disengagement are responsible forfailures in proximal attention following and checking backi nt he first 2m onths of life by comparing individual developmental trajectories of disengagement skills in tasks that involve non-social stimuli.
We have reported evidence supporting the claim that proximalattention following and checking back are present in early infancy.W ew ant to emphasize, however,t hat these two abilities are initial stepsinthe control of social attention, and are unlikely to be mediated by the understanding of mentals tates that underlies gaze following and joint attentiona fter the first year of life (Csibra, 2 003) .A sn oted previously,y ounger infants may follow the direction of aperceived movement but still be unable to establish accurately the focus of another'sa ttention (Butterworth &J arrett, 1991) . Previous researchi ndicates that younger infants are also unlikely to have an understanding of the role of eyes in attention. Brooks and Meltzoff( 2002) reported that 12-month-olds looked in the direction of ab lind-folded adult'sh ead-turnj ust as often as when the adult'sv ieww as not occluded,b ut 14-and 18-month-olds distinguished between these two situations,following attentionmore when the adult'sview wasnot occluded.
In addition, the control of social attention is still strongly limited by the environmental context during the first months of life. Fore xample, when D'Entremont (2000) increased the angle between target and adult from 15 to 25 degrees, 3-month-olds did not follow attention reliably (D'Entremont,2000) .
We propose that proximala ttention following and checking back heralds the transition from exogenously driven attention following to the beginningso f endogenously driven attention following. Future studies will be needed to investigate the relations between the abilities observed here in early life and later,m ore sophisticated joint attention abilities.
